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INTRODUCTION
In conjunction with all Catholic Schools in the Diocese of Manchester, Bishop Brady
High School is proud to offer students a return to in-class instruction for the Fall of
2020 while being fully prepared to transition to additional restrictions should there be
an increase in health risks in our area.
Dr. Benjamin Chan, NH State Epidemiologist, shared the following goals for school reopening:
• Maximize in-person educational experiences
• Minimize the risk of COVID-19 to all community members
• Build in flexibility for learning options and fluid shift in modality, if
needed
• Provide social and emotional support to students and families
In June, Bishop Brady established a Reopening Task Force to review the continually
changing statistics, research and guidelines from multiple organizations both locally and
globally in order to create a model that would optimize participation in the safest way
possible. Specifically, the Task Force continues to monitor the changing State of NH
guidelines, CDC Guidelines, and Catholic Schools Office Guidelines while also reviewing
documents from the American Academy of Pediatrics, NH Division of Health and
Human Services, local school district plans, and regional and national educational and
medical organizations.
Joining me on the task force are:
Mr. Michael Ling – Assistant Principal
Mr. Keith Bergeron – Dean of Students and current parent
Dr. Lori Christerson – Faculty and parent of two Brady students
Mr. Steve McManis – Director of Operations, Catholic Schools Office, Diocese of
Manchester
Attorney Tracy Uhrin, ’99 – Alumna, Advisory Board Member, Chief Deputy
Clerk United States District Court, District of NH
Dr. Jeff Wiley – Physician and current parent
Dr. Pat Casey – Physician and current parent
Mrs. Jo Brooks – Registrar, current parent and former Marine Logistics Officer,
USMC Captain
Mr. Tony Johnson – Athletic Director

I cannot thank these individuals enough for volunteering their time at weekly
meetings as well as providing research and documentation for the entire group to
review and discuss. This plan could not have happened without their expertise.
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This summer, we have been busy not only with typical summer cleaning,
refreshing and repairs, but also reorganizing to create optimal spaces for socially
distanced learning.
The Reopening Plan is a fluid document and adjustments are being made and will
continue to be made every step along the way. Just as we make adjustments in
procedures at the beginning of EVERY year, this year there will just be more to
adjust. Our staggered start of the year, described in the plan, will afford us the
opportunity to teach students our new protocols, practice them, and make
adjustments prior to the first day when everyone is in the building.
While we will be back in the building full time for in-class instruction, we are
cognizant that there may be individual situations that might prohibit full
participation in the classroom. We will have an Independent Distance Learning
(IDL) program for those who are unable to be in class.
Although the rate of infection in New Hampshire remains relatively low, we are
confident that, given the success of our remote instruction this spring and the
additional professional development provided to our teachers this summer, we
will be able to shift to additional safety levels if needed at any time throughout
the year.
We know students and teachers want to be back at school. We know that hand
washing, mask wearing and social distancing help control the spread of
COVID-19. Our plan to return to school, in many ways, hinges on what students,
employees, and families do outside of school to help mitigate the spread of
COVID-19. We ask that you take all reasonable precautions. In non-pandemic
times, your decisions to travel, or party, or take other risks affected YOU. Now,
those choices have consequences for all of us. Continuing to participate in face to
face instruction requires everyone to be responsible and follow the guidelines
established by the CDC as well as state and local agencies.
If you have any questions regarding Bishop Brady High School, or items in this
reopening plan, please do not hesitate to reach out to me directly.
Respectfully,
Andrea Isaak Elliot
Principal
aelliot@bishopbrady.edu
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OPERATIONAL LEVELS
The school has identified four color-coded operational levels that will dictate
safety and operational restrictions throughout the year.
GREEN – Indicates regular school activity with no restriction.
YELLOW – Indicates face-to-face instruction WITH restrictions.
ORANGE – Indicates face-t0-face instruction with 40-60 percent
occupancy on a rotating basis.
RED – Indicates a return to full remote instruction.
Bishop Brady will begin the school year in the YELLOW phase.
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CALENDAR AND DAILY SCHEDULE MODIFICATIONS
(a revised calendar will be sent to all families and posted on the school portal)
In order to provide sufficient class time, the opening weeks of school will change
slightly. We will be utilizing time in those opening days to review and practice the new
expectations within the building and to make further adjustments if necessary.
Faculty will attend a mandatory diocesan professional development program and our
Brady faculty retreat on August 24 and 25. Orientation for incoming freshmen and all
new transfer students will occur on Wednesday, August 26th followed by an afternoon
faculty meeting and training regarding new school protocols.
On August 27 and 28, all freshmen and sophomores will attend their first two days of
classes. The schedule on Thursday will be blocks A, C, E and G and Friday will be B, D,
F and H. These will be full school days from 7:45 am to 2:45 pm. Students and staff
will be required to provide their own lunches and snacks on these days.
On August 31 and September 1, only juniors and seniors will attend classes. The
schedule on Monday, August 31st will be blocks B, D, F, and H. The schedule on
Tuesday, September 1st will be A, C, E, and G. These will be full days from 7:45 am to
2:45 pm. Students and staff will be required to provide their own lunches
and snacks on these days. Freshman and sophomores DO NOT ATTEND SCHOOL
on August 31 or September 1.
All students will be in school on September 2 and 3 followed by a long four day weekend
for Labor Day. Cafeteria service will begin on September 2nd.
Classes for the first semester will conclude on Friday, December 18, 2020.
School will resume during the week of January 4 – 8 with a remote review week.
Teachers will be available during their regularly scheduled class time on Zoom to clarify
expectations for the remote midyear assessments. Students will use this time to finalize
any work that is incomplete and prepare for midyear assessments which will take place
remotely between January 11th and 22nd. Each class period (A, B, C, etc) will be
scheduled on a single day.
The period of remote learning in January was created to provide everyone with a period
of quarantine after holiday gatherings or holiday travel.
Second semester classes will begin, in-person, on Monday, January 25th. Second
semester classes will conclude on May 25th followed by four review days and final
assessments June 2-11. A decision on in person versus remote review and exams at the
end of the year will be finalized in April. NOTE: Seniors will have a slightly modified
end of year schedule.
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Class Schedule: Our weekly schedule will include all classes meeting on Mondays and
four classes meeting each of the other four days. Tuesday and Thursday will be AA, CC,
EE, and GG. Wednesday and Friday will be BB, DD, FF, and HH. Students will be
notified in advance of changes to the weekly schedule caused by midweek holidays,
snow days, or special activities. By moving to four days of a block schedule, we reduce
the transition time throughout the day.
Arrival and Dismissal: Additional details regarding arrival and dismissal will be
provided in the Opening of School information. All seniors will enter and exit the
building through the back double doors by the gym. All freshmen will enter the
building through the double doors into the chapel. Sophomores and juniors will enter
the building through the main doors.
All students must be wearing masks as they enter the building and should avoid close
proximity to others to the extent possible. Specific protocols, including access to lockers
and locations for before school waiting areas, will be part of the Opening of School
information.
A plan for staggered dismissal is being reviewed.
After School: While we continue in YELLOW status, we ask that students leave the
building or wait outside after school whenever possible. Students will be able to study in
the library afterschool if needed. To assure supervision and allow for daily building
cleaning and sanitation, we ask that parents communicate to Mr. Bergeron if their
student will be waiting for transportation after 5 pm.
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HEALTH AND SAFETY PROCEDURES
The Task Force has reviewed public health protocols and the current government
emergency orders in the development of the health and safety procedures for Bishop
Brady High School.
Anyone entering the building will be greeted by signage identifying the symptoms of
COVID, instructing them not to enter if they have symptoms, and requiring them to
mask upon entry.
Daily Screening Protocols: The most recent recommendations from the Center for
Disease Control (7/23/20) suggest that:
•

CDC does not currently recommend universal symptom screenings
(screening all students grades K-12) be conducted by schools.

•

Parents or caregivers should be strongly encouraged to monitor their
children for signs of infectious illness every day.

•

Students who are sick should not attend school in-person.

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/schools-childcare/symptomscreening.html
Although the school will not screen individuals as they enter the building each day,
parents/guardians of Bishop Brady students will be required to complete a daily home
screening and submit the screening checklist through an online form. (Currently the
school is reviewing three different applications to determine which is most efficient and
comprehensive). The daily screening will include a symptoms checklist (including
temperature check) and an exposure checklist. Parents will be asked to assure their
children do not have a fever (100.4 degrees or higher), have no symptoms , have not had
close contact (within 6 feet of an infected person for more than 15 minutes) with
someone confirmed or under quarantine for COVID -19, and have not traveled outside
of New England within the last 14 days. Screening can be submitted between 5:00 am
and the time the student arrives at school. Any student who has not been pre-screened
by a parent will be screened in the morning at school.
Parents are expected to partner with the school and provide honest communication
about symptoms, illness and travel. It is critically important that anyone, students or
staff, stay home when they are not feeling well.
All employees will also self-screen on a daily basis.
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When Students Should Stay Home: Parents must call in to the main office and
report any student who will be absent due to illness. The parent must also report if the
student has any of the following symptoms:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

A fever over 100.4
Chills
Vomiting or diarrhea
Changes in sense of taste or smell
Congestion, sore throat or runny nose not associated with
seasonal allergies
Difficulty breathing
Muscle or body aches

The building COVID coordinator (Mrs. Elliot) will follow up with parents and may
suggest contacting a medical professional to determine if the student’s symptoms are
non-COVID related. If so, the student may return to school 24 hours after they no
longer have a fever without the use of fever-reducing medicine.
School Isolation Procedure: Any student or staff member who develops symptoms
while at school will be isolated from the general population in the sick room or
detention room and must go home at the earliest possible time. These areas will then be
disinfected using the Victory Electrostatic Sprayer. The building COVID coordinator
must be made aware of any students or staff who fall ill at school so that effective follow
up may occur.
Suspected or Positive Case of COVID: Any suspected or confirmed cases of
COVID-19 within the building will be reported to the Division of Public Health at the
NH Department of Health and Human Services. Classroom attendance and seating
charts will be used for effective contact tracing if necessary. The school community will
be notified of confirmed cases without violating HIPPA regulations.
In the event of a positive case of COVID-19, the necessity of quarantine for others will be
determined in consultation with the Division of Public Health. School responses may
include quarantine of individuals who have had close and prolonged contact, closing a
classroom space for deep cleaning and sanitizing, or a temporary transition to remote
learning for additional building sanitation
A student or staff member who tests positive for COVID-19 will not be allowed to return
to school until symptoms free for at least 10 days after a positive test.
Cloth Face Covering and Social Distance: Research clearly indicates that the
greatest risk comes from prolonged contact (more than 15 minutes) in close proximity
without a mask. We have chosen a conservative approach to both social distancing and
mask wearing.
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All persons entering Bishop Brady High School must wear a mask. Students
and staff will be masked while in all classrooms and common spaces. To assure that all
individuals are as comfortable as possible, students and staff are expected to provide
their own washable cloth face covering. This will allow individuals to select items which
they find most comfortable to wear for extended periods of time. In response to the
most recent research, gaiters and bandanas tied behind the head are not allowed. Face
coverings may be solid colored or patterned but should not contain any wording or
messaging with the exception of school or sports team logos. Disposable masks will be
available to students arriving without appropriate facial coverage, however, this cannot
be a daily occurrence.
Face shields are also permissible in addition to, but not as an alternative to, cloth face
coverings.
Failure to comply with COVID-19 Safety Protocols: A students will be given a
verbal warning which will be reported to the Dean of Students. A second infraction will
result in an office referral and conversation with an administrator (restorative practice).
Subsequent failure to comply with either mask wearing or social distancing will result in
the student being sent home. Infractions will be logged in the school disciplinary
database. Willful or chronic failure to follow these expectations will result in the student
being moved to Independent Distance Learning for a period of two weeks. A re-entry
meeting with parents will be required to determine whether the student can return to in
person instruction.
Mask Exceptions: In outdoor spaces with greater than 6 foot distance, students may
remove their masks. In office spaces equipped with plexiglass shields, students may
remove their masks for fifteen minutes or less. Students who need additional “mask
breaks” during the day may create a plan with the Dean of Students to access outdoor
space and get some fresh air. Any medical exemptions must be approved by the
administration and an alternate face covering substituted.
Although many schools are utilizing the 3 foot distance for students who are masked, we
will be social distancing 6 feet in all prolonged contact time, including class time.
Signage will remind students to keep socially distant when waiting in the cafeteria or
other areas of the building where they may encounter a line.
Hygiene: In addition to signage throughout the building, students will be reminded to
wash and/or sanitize their hands regularly throughout the day. Individual 2 oz hand
sanitizers with a carabiner that can be clipped on a belt or a backpack will be provided to
each student and staff member. Refill stations will be set up in multiple locations (to be
determined) within the building. All health and safety protocols will be reviewed and
practiced on the grade level staggered opening days.
Building Access: No non-essential visitors will be allowed into the building.
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Vendors and contractors must schedule appointments, will be required to wear a mask,
sanitize their hands, and sign in at the Main Office. Signs regarding COVID symptoms
will be in all doorways.
Parents who want to meet with a faculty or staff member, must schedule appointments
in advance. Parents arriving at school to pick up or dismiss their student must wait in
their car and call into the office.
Building rentals may be allowed but with restrictions adhering to current state
mandates and the reduced capacity in each space.
Travel: Anyone traveling outside of New England will be expected to quarantine for 14
days after their return prior to returning to school. Individuals who travel may opt to
have a COVID test AFTER they have quarantined for five days. Upon providing a
negative result to the administration, they may return to school. Students can continue
their course work by participating in Independent Distance Learning (IDL) during
quarantine.
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PHYSICAL PLANT/CLEANING PROTOCOLS
Upon moving to remote instruction last March, the building was immediately cleaned
and disinfected using CDC recommended methods and products. As spaces were
sanitized, they were closed off with caution tape. Limited workspaces for essential
employees were continually cleaned and disinfected.
Heightened cleaning protocols will continue as school reopens.
The school has
purchased two Victory Electrostatic Sprayers that will be used to sanitize all surfaces
each night after regular cleaning procedures are complete. These will also be utilized in
the cafeteria between the designated lunch periods. Cleaning of door knobs, handrails,
vending machines, and water refilling stations will occur at approximately two hour
intervals throughout the day.
Ventilation: MERV 13 Catch All air filters have been purchased for our HVAC system.
All air filters will be replaced by the start of the school year and again prior to the start
of the second semester at the end of January. To the greatest extent possible, classroom
windows and doors will remain open to draw fresh air into the building throughout the
day. Very few areas of the building are air conditioned. Fans will only be allowed to
push warm air OUT of the windows and will not be utilized to move air within the
classroom spaces.
Learning Spaces: All classrooms have been set up with desks six feet apart. In most
classroom spaces, there are 18 desks. Some smaller rooms, or specialty classes, have
additional limitations.
Four to six outdoor learning spaces will be designated and teachers will be able to rotate
through these spaces each week. The interior courtyard and field space are completely
open areas. In addition, two 20’x30’ and two 20’x40’ tents with retractable sides will be
set up from September through November (or whenever weather makes the space
uncomfortable).
Large spaces (library, cafeteria, gymnasium) will all have reduced capacity and signage
will be posted at the entry of each of these spaces indicating the maximum allowed
occupants. The administrative team will be moving furniture around to maximize the
number of students who can be situated six feet apart in these areas. (Lunch protocols
can be found under Other School Activities and will be practiced during staggered grade
level opening days).
Classrooms have been set up with desks socially distanced. In most instances, there
are 18 desks spaced 6 feet apart. Some smaller rooms, or specialty classes, have
additional limits. Cleaning stations have been set up in each classroom. Students will
be expected to clean their own desk surface when they ENTER the classroom, thus
taking ownership for their own protection.
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Library: The Library/Learning Commons will remain a community space with
capacity reduced more than 50%. Furnishings will be reorganized to allow for social
distancing. The computer alley in the library has been reduced to 8 socially distanced
stations. Computer stations in the MAC lab have been reduced from 24 to 18 and tables
have been further distanced. The glassed in study rooms will be limited to two students
at work stations more than 6 feet apart. Depending on the number of students
scheduled in designated periods for study hall, this space may also be utilized by
classroom teachers during the school day. As with classrooms, a cleaning station is
located at the entrance and students will be expected to clean their personal work space
upon entering the library.
Cafeteria: The capacity of the cafeteria has been reduced to about 40% of usual
numbers. Students will have the option to eat lunch socially distant in the cafeteria,
encouraged to eat outside during appropriate weather whenever possible, and allowed
to eat in classrooms, the library and the gym if necessary. Traffic patterns in the
cafeteria will be modified with students entering through one set of doors and exiting
through one of two exits. Vending machines have been distanced within the cafeteria
and will be accessible for beverages and snacks. Signage will direct students to sanitize
their hands prior to making their purchase.
Two lunch periods will be utilized and students will be dismissed for lunch in a
staggered manner. Students who bring their lunch to school will have access to
microwaves ovens for reheating. Signage will instruct students to maintain social
distance, to sanitize their hands and to use a disposable glove (provided) to operate the
microwaves.
For students purchasing lunch, Celebrations Catering will be our vendor again this year.
Food service will begin on September 2nd. A process for pre-ordering meals from a set
rotating menu is being developed. There will be no self-service of food items. All
purchases and pre-orders will be handed to students by the food service workers.
Celebrations Catering follows FDA guidelines for food service. Their employees will
self-screen each day and will wear masks and gloves in the preparation and distribution
of food to students.
These procedures will be adjusted as we walk actual groups of students through them.
We anticipate it will take a few weeks for the new lunch procedures to work smoothly
and we appreciate your patience as we work out the kinks.
Lockers will not be shared unless by siblings. If needed, we can utilize athletic lockers
for additional space. Lockers have all been color coded and a schedule has been created
which will allow students access to their lockers multiple times each day, however,
students will not be able to access lockers during passing time. Outside of the scheduled
locker access times, they will need to check into classes or study hall and request
permission to leave to access lockers. Mr. Bergeron and Mr. Ling will review and
practice this procedure during our staggered first days of school.
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Traffic flow within the building will also be modified. Hallways will be lined with
arrows indicating flow patterns.

Students and staff will be expected to stay on the right side of the hallway when moving
throughout the building.
The stairway near the School Counseling Office will remain two- way traffic. The
stairways in the older section of the building will be limited – one stairway goes up and
the other goes down. Everyone will be masked in hallways and passing time is only 3-4
minutes.
Restrooms: Paper towel dispensers in all restrooms are in the process of being
replaced with touchless units. Signage will remind students of the importance of proper
handwashing. The number of students allowed in restrooms at any one time will be
limited. Students will be expected to wait outside the restroom to assure social distance
is maintained.
Water bubblers/refilling stations: Water bubblers will be shut down until further
notice. The two touchless water refilling stations will be available for students to access
during the day. These will be cleaned every two hours throughout the day.
Hand Sanitizing Stations: Hand sanitizing stations are available throughout the
building including every classroom. As noted earlier, students will be reminded to wash
and/or sanitize their hands regularly throughout the day. Individual 2 oz hand
sanitizers with a carabiner that can be clipped on a belt or a backpack will be provided to
each student and staff member. Refill stations will be set up in multiple locations within
the building.
Faculty Room: The faculty room will be limited to five individuals at a time for
extended periods of time (more than 10 minutes). Teachers may drop in to make a copy
or check a mailbox but must remain masked and socially distant. Additional faculty
space can be created in the small conference room if it becomes necessary.
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Building Density: To reduce the numbers of individuals in the building, students
with study hall that begins or ends on a given day will be allowed late arrival or early
release WITH PARENTAL PERMISSION. This is not a requirement and every student
will be scheduled for a study hall.
Seniors, WITH PARENTAL PERMISSION, may leave school during their study halls on
block days only. Students who are chronically tardy upon arrival to school, or return
after leaving, will lose this privilege and will be required to attend mandatory assigned
study hall.
The Dean of Students will provide permission forms for parents allowing their students
to participate in late arrival, early release, or senior study privileges.
All study halls will be in assigned spaces and students will not be allowed to sign out and
move to another location. Study hall will be a time for students to sign out to use
restrooms and access lockers, however no more than two students will be allowed to
leave the study hall at any one time.
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LEARNING ENVIRONMENT
All but three classes at Bishop Brady High School will be taught in face-to-face
instruction. Law and Justice, Web Design and Graphics, and Sociology will be taught
remotely. Students in these classes will be in the MAC lab and the teacher will be
outside the building using either Zoom or Google Meets.
All students are encouraged to bring their own device (laptop or tablet) for use during
the school day.
Students who may be delayed in returning to Bishop Brady, either for medical reasons
or travel restrictions, may continue their coursework through Independent Distance
Learning (IDL). This is NOT the same as the schoolwide remote instruction provided in
the spring. Teachers will utilize Google Classroom and the school portal to post
materials, resources, assignments, and assessments. Important lectures or
demonstration labs may be recorded or provided on screencasts and posted for IDL
students or any student needing a refresher. Students may reach out to teachers at any
time to communicate, question, or ask for additional support. Please email Mrs.
Elliot by September 1st if your student will participate through IDL for all or
part of the school day.
Any student who is absent from school for any reason can utilize Google Classroom to
keep current with work.
In the case of inclement weather when the school building will not open, ALL students
will utilize distance learning to continue their work.
Band and chorus classes will be conducted in outdoor learning spaces with appropriate
safety protocols including face shield, instrument covers and cleaning.
Teachers have participated in additional professional development to further hone their
skills with various online learning/teaching platforms in the event that increased
restrictions or a return to full remote learning be warranted.
Social and Emotional Wellness: Many people have struggled with the drastic
changes and isolation caused by the pandemic. All students will have access to social
and emotional support through the School Counseling Office, the Campus Ministry
office, the Advisory Program, and all faculty and staff.
Academic Coach: At the beginning of the year, students will be able to access
academic support with Mrs. Giarrusso in a combination of in-person and remote
options.
Supplies: Students will be asked not to share belongings and school supplies.
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OTHER SCHOOL ACTIVITIES
Large school activities: Some large school activities are an important part of the
culture of our community. Masses, retreats, Monday Morning Meetings, and other
assemblies will continue with modifications. Our Back to School Mass in September will
be live streamed into the classrooms. Other all school events will be modified by grade
level, thus reducing capacity by 50-75%.
Advisory: The Advisory Program will continue on Fridays between the first and
second blocks of the day. By its very nature, advisory is a small group activity (fewer
than 10 students per group). While there will be restrictions on the sharing of food
during advisory this year, individual students can bring their own snacks to eat during
advisory.
Clubs and Activities: The administration will be meeting with teachers to discuss the
schedule of clubs and activities as well as modifications that may be needed. Formal
activity periods for clubs will begin after Labor Day.
Athletics: The opening of fall sports has been delayed by the NHIAA as schools are
structuring their reopening plans. We expect to participate in fall sports with the
modifications provided by the NHIAA. Most athletic schedules will be significantly
adjusted and modifications to transportation will be announced.
Dress Code: Monday dress up days (blazers and ties) will be suspended until October
1st. During the months of August and September the regular daily dress code will be in
effect.
Meetings, Parent Conferences, Back to School Nights: Faculty meetings will
continue on the first Monday of each month. We are able to socially distance and meet
in the library. Curriculum area and individual department meetings will be reduced to
every other month on the third Monday of the month (Curriculum groups in September,
individual departments in October, etc). Monday morning faculty gathering for prayer
and announcements will be suspended until further notice. Faculty can gather socially
distanced in the chapel for prayer before 7:30, but all teachers will be required in their
classrooms at 7:30 as students will be entering their rooms.
All other school wide evening events/activities will be reviewed and adjusted as
necessary. Information on parent conferences, Back to School Nights and other events
will be posted on the Bishop Brad High School website, Plus Portal, and all social media
platforms.
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RESPONSIBILITIES
School: The Re-Opening Task Force will continue to meet weekly to monitor
community exposure and positive case statistics and to revise these guidelines as
appropriate and necessary to minimize the risks to members of our community.
Students: In order to continue to attend school in face-to-face instruction and
participate in school activities, students must adhere to the restrictions and protocols in
place.
Parents: The family partnership with the school is vital to keeping our community
open and safe. Parents must assure that students stay home when they are not feeling
well. In addition, parents are required to submit a daily health screening responding
honestly to all questions.

COMMUNICATIONS
The school will continue to utilize school wide emails through the portal as well as social
media platforms to communicate updates and changes to this document.
If you have any questions, comments, or concerns about any information in this
document, please email Mrs. Elliot at aelliot@bishopbrady.edu.
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